THE  LAST  INVASIONS
former Romance-speaking inhabitants, spoke French and to a
large extent adopted French customs, while preserving certain
different usages in private law. But they caused a change in the
population. For the future there was a new population in Nor-
mandy, whose Scandinavian origin is still marked by a certain
number of Scandinavian place-names and by a remarkable
proportion of individuals of a very markedly Nordic type, tall
and strongly built, with blue eyes and fair hair, who are still to
be found even nowadays, especially in the region near the sea.
This people retained its activity, enterprise, and taste for adven-
tures in distant lands, which distinguish it strongly from all the
peoples in the west of France. The region in which this population
grew up had never attracted attention in any way before; but
a century and a half later, Normandy was famous throughout
all Europe, and it was to play a role of capital importance during
the Middle Ages in the creation of French civilization.
The invaders in the south were the Saracens - the name given
to the Arabic-speaking Moslems, who were also known as Moors.
Having settled in Sardinia, Corsica, and Sicily in the ninth century,
they raided and pillaged the coasts of the Mediterranean, sailed up
the Rhone, and penetrated even as far as Savoy. They have left
their name in the Monts des Maures, where they had a fortress
at La Garde Frainet.
The third type of invader was a people of yellow race coming
from Asia: the Huns, who were horsemen armed with bows.
In the tenth century, after ravaging the whole of southern Ger-
many, they made incursions into Lorraine and Burgundy, and
even as far south as Toulouse. They produced the impression of
ferocious monsters and have left no trace behind them save their
name, the French Hongrois having become ogres, supernatural
beings who were supposed to eat children.
The success of these expeditions, which went on for a century
and a half, showed the extreme military weakness of the popula-
tion, which had become incapable of banding together in troops
sufficiently well organized and led to repel even small bands.
The immediate result of these invasions, which were the last
endured by France, was to destroy the towns and monasteries
and drain the land of money. They caused such a general panic
that all the great landowners came to want a fortified dwelling-

